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Sunday, February 16, 2014 195acomputational modeling. Time-stamped distances from multiple dye labeling
points are statistically resampled and all the possible relative positions of
individual domains are mapped geometrically. The choice of a global confor-
mation conforming to all distance constraints is then made given the computed
energy profiles. Principal component analysis is applied to such resampled
single-molecule trajectories to extract the key conformational dynamics. We
apply this resampling scheme to the human insulin-degrading enzyme (IDE),
a metallopeptidase potentially implicated in type-2 diabetes. Structurally,
IDE possesses two equal-sized N- and C-terminal domains, IDE-N and IDE-
C, respectively. IDE is found in the compact closed conformation among all
available X-ray structures; yet it processively breaks down insulin to several
fragments at non-specific sites. Application of this proposed resampling
approach allows one to reconstruct and to discover the unexpected global
shearing and grinding motions between IDE-N and IDE-C. This resampling
scheme should be applicable for illustrating conformational dynamics of other
protein systems.
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Despite the importance of mechanical forces in biology, few methods are
available to measure molecular forces in living systems. To address this
issue, we developed molecular tension - based fluorescence microscopy
(MTFM), a technique that allows one to visualize piconewton forces using
a conventional fluorescence microscope. In MTFM, a flexible linker
(polymer) is flanked by a fluorophore and a quencher, such that tension leads
to extension of the linker and a 10-30 fold increase in fluorescence. Thus far,
MTFM provides the only approach to map piconewton forces at the cell
membrane.
To accurately calibrate the conversion from fluorescence to tension, we inte-
grate magnetic tweezers to a total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF)
microscope for single molecule Fo¨rster resonance energy transfer (smFRET) -
force measurement. To minimize autofluorescence from paramagnetic beads,
we use 4.4 micron lambda-DNA fragments to link a MTFM probe to each
bead. The setup can apply forces ranging from 1-50 pN to calibrate the probes.
Comparing its force-extension data to that of theoretical models, this direct mea-
surement of force-induced extension change provides a good tool for deter-
mining cellular force with higher accuracy.
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Measurements of Fo¨rster resonance energy transfer (FRET) efficiencies at the
single-molecule level have become a powerful and invaluable tool as a spectro-
scopic nanoruler in quantitative studies of biomolecular structures and
dynamics for distances between 2 to 10 nm. However, many biological macro-
molecular complexes and interactions exceed this relatively short range acces-
sible to FRET, thus limiting the great potential of single-molecule FRET
methodologies in biological applications. Although recent advances in super-
resolution microscopy have paved the way for measuring distances down to
20 nm lateral resolution, there still remains a gap for measuring distances be-
tween 10-20 nm.
Here, we present a method termed farFRET that bridges these two scales and
extends the conventional range of FRET beyond 10 nm by using the enhanced
energy transfer probability of multiple acceptors, the so-called ‘antenna effect’
(Bojarski et al. J. Phys. Chem. B, 2011, 115, 10120). We combine single-
molecule FRET confocal microscopy with pulsed interleaved excitation
(PIE) measurements and time-correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC).
This allows us to simultaneously measure FRET, stoichiometry and fluores-
cence lifetime to be able to distinguish farFRET populations with different
number of active acceptors.
We show the possibilities of this method on a model system of dsDNA. Our
experimental findings are supported by extensive Monte-Carlo simulations.Therefore, a precise distance measurement that surpasses the 10 nm limit is
readily available for various future applications.
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Single-pair fluorescence resonant energy transfer (spFRET) is a widely
accepted technique for determining intra/inter molecular distances on nano-
meter scale. We present spFRET measurements of freely diffusing DNA
constructs using pulsed interleaved excitation (PIE). We engineered a
FRET system consisting of two complementary, single stranded DNA oligo-
nucleotides containing either a donor or acceptor fluorophore. The FRET
donor was attached to the antisense strand at 12 different positions, each
on separate strands. The oligonucleotide containing the FRET acceptor
was the sense strand. The two strands were annealed together providing
incremental distance changes from 5 to 27 base pairs, by moving the donor
fluorophore along the antisense strand every other base pair. We used PIE to
sort the species into donor-only, donor-acceptor and acceptor-only species.
Average burst intensity from the donor-acceptor population that has been
directly excited by the red laser provides a relative measure of the quantum
yield of the acceptor dye. Recovery of the quantum yield of the acceptor af-
fords reliable estimates of transfer efficiency, hence inter-dye distances. We
find that PIE-mediated sorting produces reliable transfer efficiencies from the
donor-acceptor population in the presence of a 20-fold excess of donor-only
species.
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Protein-protein interactions are the basis for all of cellular communication
biology. Yet understanding protein complexes is a challenge in living cells
because complexes can involve tens of proteins in a region of space limited
to a few tens of nanometers in diameter. Currently there is no routine way to
determine how many proteins of type X, say, are in a complex. We will
demonstrate that it is possible to use superresolution imaging data, from a
technique called PALM, to quantitatively determine protein complex stoi-
chiometry. In PALM, proteins of interest are labeled with photoswitchable
fluorescing proteins (FPs). In other words, FPs’ fluorescence is activated
by light. Eventually FPs photobleach (stop fluorescing). Under sufficiently
low light, fluorescence signals from different FPs can be separated in
time. Each FP can then be individually localized as the center of a
point-spread function giving PALM far greater resolution than conventional
microscopy. In principle, fluorescence spike numbers over one region of
interest (ROI) should coincide with the number of proteins. In practice,
FPs blink (fluoresce on and off) before photobleaching. Their blinking
properties strongly depend on their local cellular environment. Thus, FP
photophysics must be determined while enumerating FPs. This poses a ma-
jor theoretical problem. Here we propose a statistical inference tool to solve
this problem.
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Single molecule colocalization methods provide facile means of detecting
and analyzing biomolecular complex formation. However, many of these
complexes can not be reconstituted from purified systems and must be stud-
ied in cell extracts. We have developed a new approach for tagging these
complexes with small molecule fluorophores (e.g., Cy3 and Cy5) and for
isolation of these complexes in situ during a single molecule experiment.
We are able to isolate complexes using either immunoaffinity techniques
or by biotin/streptavidin interaction. We have used this method to isolate
a number of complexes involved in pre-mRNA splicing in yeast including
both the U1 and U6 snRNPs comprising 17 and 8 proteins respectively.
By introducing multiple tags, we have analyzed protein stoichiometry in
these isolated complexes. Finally, we have performed functional assays
on the immobilized snRNPs to study their interactions with other compo-
nents of the RNA splicing machinery in yeast. We predict that this
